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A strong spot light with a halo flood, the Energizer® Expert Halogen’s beam distance is 300 meters, making it an ideal light for both security applications and search and rescue. In addition, the swivel head allows you to direct the light where you want it. It is easy to use, with a push button switch on the handle and no wires to connect when changing the battery. And it includes a detachable carrying strap. Also, the Expert Halogen has an impressive 35-hour runtime (with Energizer® Alkaline Batteries).

Convenient

• Easy to use push button switch on top of handle
• Battery replacement needs no wires to connect

Durable

• Strong aluminum construction
• Head swivels 140° to put light where you need it

Economical

• Useable light for 35 hours with Energizer® LR820 battery.

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.